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Foreword 
 

 
Dust collectors are the unit operation where the majority of dust explosion incidents occur. By determining 
the situations where an incident is most likely to occur or is likely to be severe (both in terms of injury and 
financial loss), that will allow users to focus on the high-risk installations. This will also allow the technical 
committees to identify any potential gaps in the standards and add requirements to close those gaps. The 
research objective would be to perform a literature search to collect detailed investigations on dust explosion 
incidents in dust collectors. The incidents could then be analyzed to determine if there are key variables that 
lead to the incidents being more likely and more severe, both in terms of injuries and financial loss. Potential 
sources of data are published literature, e.g., Chemical Safety Board (CSB) incident investigations, and loss 
history data from insurance companies (if they are shared in the public domain). 
 
The primary objective of this study is to identify the key variables leading to dust explosions in dust collectors 
through a literature review, and analysis of information collected from dust explosion incidents. The analysis 
will also focus on identifying the variables that are being both more probable and more severe, both in terms 
of personnel injuries and financial loss. 
 
This project is comprised of the following tasks: 

1. List the dust explosion incidents in dust collectors from last 10 years from published literature, 
news reports, investigation reports and other available resources. Identify any 
historical/notable dust explosion incidents in dust collectors.  

2. Analyze the above incidents and provide an overview of these dust explosion incidents in dust 
collectors.  

3. Identify and summarize the key variables that led to the above incidents. The analysis should 
also focus on identifying the variables that are being both more probable and more severe, both 
in terms of personnel injuries and financial loss. 

4. Prepare a final report based on the findings from above tasks.  
 
The Fire Protection Research Foundation expresses gratitude to the report authors Adina Arymbayeva and 
Dr. Patrick van Hees, who are with Lund University, SWEDEN. The Research Foundation appreciates the 
guidance provided by the project technical panelists, and the funding provided by the project sponsors. 
 
The content, opinions and conclusions contained in this report are solely those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent the views of the Fire Protection Research Foundation, NFPA, Technical Panel or 
Sponsors. The Foundation makes no guaranty or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of any 
information published herein. 
 
About the Fire Protection Research Foundation 

The Fire Protection Research Foundation plans, manages, 
and communicates research on a broad range of fire 
safety issues in collaboration with scientists and 
laboratories around the world. The Foundation is an affiliate of NFPA.  
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Executive Summary 
 

 
According to previously known statistical data, dust collectors are the units of operation that frequently get 

involved in the explosions and fires in the dust processing and handling facilities. Dust collectors are an 

essential part of the dust processing operations and inherently concentrate fine particles collected from the 

production areas.  

The main purpose of the current research project was to identify the likelihood and severity of the dust 

explosions and fires based on the incidents that took place in the last 10 years. The primary objective was to 

identify key variables leading to the explosion and fire that involved a dust collection system. In addition, 

these variables that led to explosions were correlated to the losses in terms of injuries and fatalities. Although 

the collection of data related to financial losses was not successful, the extent of the property damages could 

be correlated to the factors that led to the occurrence of the incidents. This research results will potentially 

help the users to focus on the weak points of such installations and prevent or lower the risks of occurrence 

of such incidents.  

The methodology of this research project was the collection of information about all incidents from the last 

10 years that involved a dust collection system, then searching for any reliable information such as 

investigation reports, published journal articles, and fire incident reports from Fire Marshalls. The detailed 

analysis was done for 20 incidents from which useful information could be extracted and categorized.  

Based on the collected data, the quantitative analysis showed that the most frequent type of dust that was 

involved in the explosion during the last 10 years was wood dust. It is also the type of dust with the highest 

number of injuries and the most extensive property damages. The qualitative analyses showed that friction 

sparks and self-heating are the primary causes of ignition, whereas ineffective housekeeping and design 

problems of the dust collection system are the biggest contributing factors for the occurrence of the 

explosion events.  
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1. Introduction  
 

According to section 7.2.7 of NFPA 654 of 2020 edition, an explosion hazard exists “where both of 

the following conditions are possible:   

1) Combustible dust is present in sufficient quantity to cause enclosure rupture if suspended and 

ignited.   

2) A means of suspending the dust is present” (NFPA 654, 2020). 

According to several available data, dust collectors are the equipment type that gets involved with 

dust explosions the most frequently (K.Eckhoff, 2003) (Lombardo, 2006).  Based on the data 

available, dust collectors made up to 42% of the whole dust explosion incidents involving 

equipment in the United States between 1985-1995. Zalosh (Robert Zalosh, 2005) states that 

reasons for most occurrences of explosions in dust collectors are that dust collectors are the most 

used in the dust handling facilities as well as the fact that dust collectors inherently concentrate 

the smallest particles of the dust. Although many factors influence the likelihood and severity of 

the explosions, particle sizes and the specific surface area are the main factors that influence this 

(K.Eckhoff, 2003). Some studies have shown that both ignition likelihood and the severity of the 

aluminum explosion sharply increases when particle sizes get finer. This was illustrated by 

comparing the medium particle size and the deflagration index of aluminum on two sets of 

aluminum dust tests (Jerome Taveau, 2018).  

Due to the high possibility of dust collector involvement in the dust explosion and fire incidents, 

this research project focuses on the incidents related to dust collectors that took place within the 

last 10 years in the United States, Canada, and China.   

1.1 Dust Collectors 
The general principle of the dust collection system is the dust collected from the production areas 

flow through the ducts with sufficient airflow so that it would not accumulate in the ducts 

themselves. Then the dust is collected in the baghouse where there are several vertical filter bags. 

Incoming dust particles are then captured on the outer part of these filter bags and the air flows to 

the plenum above the filter bags. This type of dust collection system is known as baghouse and 
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used widely in the industry. Another frequently used type of dust collection system is cartridge 

collectors in which filters are positioned horizontally. When dust-laden air flows through the 

cartridges the dust is accumulated on top of the cartridges and clean air flows down through then 

to the outlet. In both types of the dust collection system, the dust that is not captured by the filters 

fall into the hopper. The cleaning of the filters is done by blowing off the dust with compressed air 

directed toward the filters. This process temporarily reverses the airflow in the collector (Zalosh, 

2015).  According to Zalosh, during this pulsing process, if there is an ignition source, dust cloud 

concentration is above the minimum explosion concentration, the partial volume dust explosion is 

inevitable. Quantitative hazard evaluation of wood dust with varying closed vessel enclosure 

pressures (Pmax) versus the ratio of combustible cloud volume to the enclosure volume (χpv) showed 

that three out of five dust collectors would be permanently damaged in case of the partial 

explosion caused by bag pulsing, while others would experience a serious rupture. This could 

potentially be prevented if there is a reverse flow explosion venting through the inlet ducts. 

However, this introduces the problem of explosion propagation through the ducts to the 

production areas.  

The hazard analysis of the dust collection system needs to be conducted, and many other scenarios 

that could lead to more destructive results should be evaluated (Zalosh, 2015). It should account 

for the situation when more amount of dust would detach from the filter bags into the bag hopper. 

In the presence of an ignition source, this would potentially lead to a more damaging outcome. 

Some examples from real-life accidents include the presence of external events (seismic activity or 

collision impact), removal of the bags for replacement, interruption of compressed air supply that 

is used for pulsing. It is known that dust with sufficiently low minimum energy could be easily 

triggered even by static electricity. Inadequate grounding or improper maintenance work could 

potentially lead to a partial explosion in the dust collector (Garland, 2010).             

1.2 Objectives 
The objective of this study is to identify common variables among collected incidents that lead to 

dust explosions and fires in dust collectors in terms of injuries/fatalities. This was done by analyzing 

major incidents from the United States, Canada, and China, which had extensive information 

available for the analysis.    
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 Methodology  
The approached method in this research project is through a literature review of available 

investigation reports, scientific literature, fire incident reports, and case studies to find notable 

incidents that could help to identify critical variables that lead to the incidents. The detailed 

analysis is performed to identify common variables among incidents in terms of being most 

probable and most severe that not only led to the explosions and fires but also resulted in injuries 

and fatalities and significant financial losses.    

Since the primary focus of this study is to identify variables impacting the probability and severity 

of the dust explosions, data from past incidents needs to be reviewed and analyzed. The data was 

taken from the incidents that occurred around the world during the last ten years that involved 

dust collectors. This includes a literature review of incidents from news reports, case studies, 

published articles, and fire and investigation reports.   

Due to the differences in the extensiveness and reliability of data provided from various sources, 

this report was divided into two parts. This would aid in the understanding of the issue in a broad 

sense, such as industries and materials involved in the incidents, as well as the in-depth analysis of 

ignitions sources and causes of some of those incidents.   

First, the overall quantitative analysis is provided for the collected data, which is the collection of 

past incidents from all available data sources including news reports. However, due to the inherent 

degree of uncertainty in the authenticity of the news and overall knowledge of news reporters 

about explosions, the first part of the report is analyzed for the frequency and severity of incidents 

involving dust collectors in terms of industry and materials that were involved in the incidents. This 

helps to identify if there are patterns that are related to the magnitude of the incidents to general 

knowledge about past incidents.  

The second part of the report, however, goes into more detail and focuses only on the incidents 

that have reliable information and expert judgment. This includes a quantitative and qualitative 

approach for the reliable source of information with a focus on the roots cause analysis of ignition 

sources and potential contributions of other factors to the probability and severity of the dust 

explosions and fires. Unfortunately, due to the limited availability and extensiveness of the reports, 
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which may or may not include all necessary information, some assumptions must be made to 

analyze the data. The collected information includes investigation reports from CSB and 

BCWorkSafe, published articles from Process Safety Progress, and Fire and Investigation report 

requested from Fire Marshals from the United States, Canada, and China.  

2.1 Data collection 
As it was mentioned earlier, the data for the incidents were taken from various sources that include 

reports from experts in the field, but also news outlets. The “Combustible Dust Incident Database” 

is a platform of Dust Safety Science with all incidents related to dust explosions and fires that are 

happening worldwide (Cloney, n.d.). The database consists of a vast collection of information about 

dust incidents that took place from 2016 and onwards. It gives a good overview of the date, 

location, industry, and other details that help to identify, and filter relevant information needed in 

this research. As a result, the vast majority of incidents between 2016 and 2019 collected for this 

research were taken from this database. Filtering criteria for the research was mainly through 

identifying which equipment was involved in the incident; in this case, the research was only 

focused on Dust collectors. Incidents where it is unknown which equipment is involved, double-

checking with available news sources and google search if there is more information available 

about the incident was performed. Other resources include news from Powder & Bulk Solids, 

Baghouse.com (Baghouse, n.d.). Limited data is available for the incidents that happened before 

2016. Some incidents were found through Google Search engine; others are incident reports from 

BCWorkSafe (WorkSafe BC, n.d.) (WorkSafe BC, 2012), investigation reports from CSB (CSB, 2012) 

(CSB, 2011), research papers from Journal of Loss Prevention in the Process Industries (G.Li, 2016), 

and 12th International Symposium on Hazards, Prevention, and Mitigation of Industrial Explosions 

(Davis, 2018).  

After collecting initial information about each incident, they are checked through a google search 

to find any reliable sources such as investigation reports and published journal articles. Information 

about 20 different incidents were identified in which three companies had multiple incidents 

related to dust collectors. Since this study focuses on the impacts of dust explosions and fire in 

terms of injuries and financial losses, for the incidents that have information about injuries and 

financial loss estimates but do not have reliable information, the decision was made to contact Fire 
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Marshals of the region where the incident happened. In total, 18 incidents were identified, and 

requests were sent out to receive fire and investigation reports. Some Fire Marshal offices have 

special request forms that can be filled out and submitted through their website. Usually, the 

request forms ask for information about the date that the incident happened, city, county, and 

address. In cases when an office cannot find the requested document or do not possess them, will 

send an email by referring to the specific office or a person. In some instances, the website of the 

Fire Marshal’s office or Fire Department’s office might indicate the contact details of a person who 

is responsible for handling the investigation reports. All requests were done via request forms or 

emails of the regions where incidents took place. Some offices did not respond to the request; 

some did not possess any information about those incidents, while seven of them shared the 

information. Unfortunately, not all received information contained enough details to use for the 

qualitative analysis, but partial use of some of the reports was possible to identify ignition sources, 

location and extent of the fire and explosion.  

2.2 Methods of analysis 
As was mentioned earlier, the analysis of the collected information consists of two parts. This was 

done to differentiate between the degree of reliability of sources by giving an overview of the 

collected data for the last 10 years of incidents with dust collectors through all available data 

sources. Part I, Overall Quantitative Analysis, was performed with MS Excel to identify locations, 

companies, industry, and fuel (dust) types involved in the incident and number of reported injuries 

and fatalities, as well as the estimated financial losses that were reported through various outlets. 

Pie chart representation was chosen for the analysis to see which industry and fuel are the most 

involved in the incidents and the number of personnel losses. Part II, Detailed Quantitative 

Analysis, goes into more details with selected incidents that could give more informative answers 

for the analysis to identify causes and damages of the incidents, as well as the contributing factors 

that were overlooked during the incidents as pointed out by investigators. First, through the 

creation of the matrix of incidents to be analyzed in detail, attention is given to the most frequent 

ignition sources. Then, contributing factors to the incident that otherwise could be or not be 

avoided are analyzed through the matrix, after which qualitative analysis about those factors and 

frequency of appearance is discussed.   
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 Results 
3.1 Part I. Overall Quantitative Analysis  
 

3.1.1 Statistical data of incidents involving dust collectors.  
 

This dataset included all available sources of data, reliable and unreliable. Reliable sources include 

incident and investigation reports from subject matters experts and investigators, whereas 

unreliable sources are mostly news reports. Besides, it is important to point out that cases for dust 

explosions and fires are oftentimes underreported which adds uncertainty to the statistical data. 

As a result, data in this section carries inherent uncertainty and has many unknown variables. 

However, it gives a good overview of the overall statistical results related to industries that are 

involved in this kind of incident, fuel types that could be considered dangerous and require special 

attention, and the number of fatalities and injuries for industry type and fuel type.  

The total number of incidents identified as involving dust collector is 143 (Full list is given in 

Appendix A). The incident that took place in China was considered as a statistical outlier and was 

excluded from the quantitative part of the analysis but was included in the qualitative analysis for 

detailed examination.  

According to collected data, majority of incidents that happened during the last 10 years took place 

in the wood and wood products industry, followed by automative and metalworking industry, and 

a few happened in the food industry and other industries. The table and pie chart summarizing the 

injuries and fatalities in terms of injuries and fatalities is given below.  

Table 1. Summary of injuries and fatalities per each industry 

Industry Injuries Fatalities 
Wood and wood products 52 6 

Automative and Metal Working  22 1 
Education 0 0 

Pulp and paper 0 0 
Food Industry 4 0 

Others 21 6 
TOTAL 99 7 
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Figure 1. Injury distribution based on the industries 

Figure 2. Fatality distribution based on the Industries 
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It is possible to notice from the provided information that the most significant impact of explosions 

and fire related to dust collectors come from the wood type fuel. The next category that leads the 

number of incidents is metal dusts. Unfortunately, exact type of the metal involved was not 

identified in many incidents, as was mentioned before, the vast majority of the incidents are taken 

from news reports which do not mostly emphasize the type of metals. Forty four incidents involving 

metal dusts with known cases involved five aluminum dust, three steel dust, magnesium dust, and 

titanium dust. Looking at the same dataset of fuel types, but now relating them to fatalities and 

injuries, it is understood that wood dust has the highest number of injuries and fatalities.  131 out 

of 143 incidents resulted in either injury or fatality.  

 

Figure 3. Number of incidents per different types of dust 
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Figure 4. Number of injuries and fatalities per different types of dust 

3.1.2 Material characteristics and properties  
 

The following table is a collection of material properties from R. K. Eckhoff’s book (K.Eckhoff, 2003) 

Dust Explosions in the Process Industries. Only the materials properties shown in the previous 

sections were taken to see the differences and draw conclusions in terms of explosibility 

characteristics and how they are related to the severity of explosions in terms of injuries and 

fatalities.  

OSHA gives examples of classification of deflagration Indexes and characteristics of dust classes, as 

shown in the table below. From the two tables provided below and statistical data of the incidents 

provided previously, it is possible to correlate that metals, especially aluminum metals, are tending 

to result in powerful explosions. This could be correlated to the number of death and injuries to be 

the highest for the metal explosions, followed by wood explosions, which are classified as strong 

explosions.  
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Table 3. Material Properties from Dust Explosions in the Process Industries book (K.Eckhoff, 2003). 

Reprinted from Dust Explosions in the Process Industries (Third Edition), Rolf K. Eckhoff, Appendix - 
Ignitability and Explosibility Data for Dusts from Laboratory Tests, p. 686, Copyright © 2003 Elsevier Inc., 
with permission from Elsevier 

 Particle size distribution Weight % < Size (μm)       

Material  500 250 125 71 63 32 20 

Median 
particle 

size 
(μm) 

Min. 
explosive 

concentration 
(g/m3) 

Min. cloud 
ignition 

temperature 
(˚C)  

Min. layer 
ignition 

temperature 
(˚C)  

Min. 
ignition 
energy 

(mJ) 

Pmax 
(bar 

g) 

Kst 
(bar-
m/s) 

Aluminum powder     94  88 79 <10 60 560 430  11.2 515 

Aluminum powder     98  70 45 22  650 270  12.5 400 

Aluminum powder     99  64 47 22 30 500 >450  11.5 1100 

Aluminum powder     94  60 17 29 30 710 >450  12.4 415 

Aluminum grit    100  96  23 30 850 >450  11.0 320 

Aluminum grit    99  16  41 60 >850 >450  10.2 100 

Aluminum grit 92  26 6    170 No ignition >850 >450  No ignition 

Aluminum shavings  80  35 20    190  620 >450 >1800   

Aluminum shavings  79  29 17    240 No ignition >850 >450  No ignition 

Aluminum/Iron 
(50:50) 

   93  68  21 250 760 >450  9.4 230 

Aluminum/magnesium   47     130  >850 >450  10.4 52 

Aluminum/nickel    95  86  <10     11.4 300 

Aluminum/nickel 
(50:50) 

   37  18  90 No ignition  >850 >450  No ignition 

Magnesium     100  70  28 30    17.5 508 

Magnesium  99  1     240 500 760 >450  7.0 12 

Titanium    98  55 24 30  450 >450    

Titanium/Aluminum               

               

Wood chips 
(chipboard) 

   70  30  43 60 490 320  9.2 102 

Table 2. Examples of Deflagration factor, Kst. Taken from Hazard Communication Guidance for Combustible 
Dusts (Occupational Safety and Healh Administration, 2009) 
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Wood dust    90  47 7 33  500 320 100   

Wood dust 58  57 55  43 39 80  480 310 7   

Paperdust    91  83 73 <10  580 360  5.7 18 

Paper pulp     93  76  29     9.8 168 

               

Rice dust     100    60 360  >100 7.4 57 

Grain dust (oat) 64  24  8   295 750  350  6.0 14 

Grain dust (Wheat)    48  30  80 60  290  9.3 112 

Grain dust (Wheat) 100 81 50  32 25  125       

Spices               

Pet food               

Starch (potato)     100    30   >1000 7.8 43 

Starch (potato)    100  50 17 32  520 >450 >3200 (9.4) 89 

               

Activated carbon    99  80 55 18 60 790 >450  8.8 44 

Activated carbon    88  64  22  No ignition 335  No ignition 

toner       100 <10 60  melts 4 8.9 196 

toner       100 <10 30  melts <1 8.7 137 

toner       48 21 60  melts <1 8.8 134 

toner       30 23 60  melts 8 8.8 145 

               

Potato (granulate)     100    125 440  >250 6.4 21 

Potato (flour)   86 53  26 17 65 125 480 >450  9.1 69 

Rubber    93  45  34 (100)    7.4 106 

 

3.2 Part II. Detailed Qualitative Analysis  
 

3.2.1 Overview of the incidents for detailed analysis 
 

This part of the analysis includes selected 20 incidents that have detailed investigation reports and 

case studies. To a certain degree, some of the reports give unique, in-depth explanations of the 

causes, consequences, and degree of damage, whereas, some include a bare minimum of the 

information that could help to create a matrix to identify ignition source for the incident and 

contributing factors that otherwise if kept in order, could have saved lives and the property.   
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Table 4. A summary table of 20 incidents that will be analyzed in the following section. 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

# Date Incident Location Type Fuel Inj. Fatal. Financial 
losses 

Source 

1 1/31/2011 Hoeganaes 
Corporation Gallatin, TN explosion 

and fire 

Iron dust 
and 

hydrogen 
explosion 

0 2  
CSB report 

2 29/03/2011 Hoeganaes 
Corporation  Gallatin, TN explosion 

and fire Metal dust 1 0  CSB report 

3 27/05/2011 Hoeganaes 
Corporation  Gallatin, TN explosion 

and fire 

hydrogen 
leakage and 
Metal dust 

2 3  
CSB report 

4 20/01/2012 Babine Forest 
Products Ltd 

Burns Lake, 
BC 

explosion 
and fire Wood Dust 20 2  Work Safe BC 

5 27/12/2011 Lakeland Mills 
Ltd 

Prince 
George, BC fire Wood Dust 0 0  Work Safe BC 

6 20/01/2012 Lakeland Mills 
Ltd 

Prince 
George, BC fire Wood Dust 0 0  Work Safe BC 

7 5/2/2012 Lakeland Mills 
Ltd 

Prince 
George, BC fire Wood Dust 0 0  Work Safe BC 

8 3/3/2012 Lakeland Mills 
Ltd 

Prince 
George, BC fire Wood Dust 0 0  Work Safe BC 

9 23/04/2012 Lakeland Mills 
Ltd 

Prince 
George, BC 

explosion 
and fire Wood Dust 22 2  Work Safe BC 

10 9/10/2012 US Ink 
East 

Rutherford, 
NJ 

explosion 
and fire 

Gilsonite 
and carbon 

black 
7 0  

CSB 

11 26/04/2014 Georgia Pacific 
Corrigan Corrigan, TX explosion 

and fire Wood Dust 4 2  Conference 
paper 

12 2/8/2014 
Zhong Rong 

Metal Products 
Co (ZRMP) 

Kunshan, 
China explosion Aluminum-

alloy 114 146 
351 mln. 

yuan (almost 
$ 50 mln) 

Journal 
publication 

13 23/09/2015 
Nakanishi 

Manufacturing 
Corp. 

Winterville, 
GA 

explosion 
and fire metal dust 1 0  

Fire Marsh. 
Report 

14 24/08/2017 Modern Design Providence, 
RI Fire Sawdust 1 0  Fire Marsh. 

Report 

15 24/04/2018 Widner Product 
Finishing Co. Rogers, TX Explosion Wood Dust 0 0 $1,000,000 

Fire Marsh. 
Report 

16 2/6/2017 3D Idapro 
Solution Stanfield, OR Fire Potato 

starch 0 0 
$5,150 (also 

reported 
$200 000) 

Fire Marsh. 
Report 

17 26/07/2017 3D Idapro 
Solution Stanfield, OR explosion 

and fire 
Potato 
starch 1 0 $50,000 

Fire Marsh. 
Report 

18 26/2/2018 3D Idapro 
Solution Stanfield, OR Fire Potato 

starch 0 0 $50,000 
Fire Marsh. 

Report 

19 8/5/2018 3D Idapro 
Solution Stanfield, OR Fire Potato 

starch 0 0 $25,000 
Fire Marsh. 

Report 

20 12/11/2018 3D Idapro 
Solution Stanfield, OR Fire Potato 

starch 0 0 
$25,000 

Fire Marsh. 
Report 
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3.2.2 Ignition sources 
A matrix of incidents for the ignition sources was identified through report details from the 
investigations and they are presented in the table below.  

Table 5. Matrix of Incidents based on the ignition sources 

GENERAL INFORMATION IGNITION SOURCES 

# Incident Fuel Hot 
work 

Incan-
descent 
material 

Hot 
surfaces 

Electrical 
sparks Friction Impact 

sparks 

Self-
heating/ 

Spontaneo
us ignition 

Static 
electricity 

1 Hoeganaes 
Corporation 

Iron dust and 
hydrogen 
explosion 

        X       

2 Hoeganaes 
Corporation  Metal dust           X     

3 Hoeganaes 
Corporation  

hydrogen 
leakage and 
Metal dust 

       X       

4 Babine Forest 
Products Ltd Wood Dust         X       

5 Lakeland Mills Ltd Wood Dust    X           

6 Lakeland Mills Ltd Wood Dust         X       

7 Lakeland Mills Ltd Wood Dust   X             

8 Lakeland Mills Ltd Wood Dust X               

9 Lakeland Mills Ltd Wood Dust         X       

1
0 US Ink Gilsonite and 

carbon black             X   

1
1 

Georgia Pacific 
Corrigan Wood Dust         X       

1
2 

Zhong Rong Metal 
Products Co (ZRMP) 

Aluminum-
alloy             X   

1
3 

Nakanishi 
Manufacturing 

Corp. 
metal dust       X      X 

1
4 Modern Design  Sawdust         X       

1
5 

Widner Product 
Finishing Co. Wood Dust                 

1
6 

3D Idapro 
Solution Starch             X   

1
7 

3D Idapro 
Solution Starch             X   

1
8 

3D Idapro 
Solution Starch X               

1
9 

3D Idapro 
Solution Starch             X   

2
0 

3D Idapro 
Solution Starch             X   

 Frequency  2 1 1 1 7 1 6 1 
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Abbasi proposes that the first line of hazard reduction is identifying the factors that trigger the fires 

and explosions. This is referred as layers of protection. The paper describes all possible sources of 

explosion triggers, in which some of them are more prevalent in the list of investigated incidents 

(Tasneem Abbasi, 2007).  

Based on the matrix above, the frequency of ignition source per incident is given below in 

descending order of frequency: 

1. Friction sparks/heating. Friction is seen as the most common source of ignition. It occurs when 

there is rubbing of solids or surfaces against each other resulting in sparks. Besides, dust can 

be trapped within the equipment and cause overloading. There is also the possibility of friction-

induced heating (Tasneem Abbasi, 2007) which can cause temperature rise of the dust if there 

is enough accumulation of the dust. From the observations of the matrix above, it could be 

seen that the friction sparks were the cause for most explosions and fire incidents in wood 

handling productions. Two of the extensive and disastrous incidents (WorkSafe BC, n.d.) 

(WorkSafe BC, 2012) were caused by friction heating from the gear reducers and V-belt. In the 

case of Lakeland Mills incident, malfunction of the gear reducer, when the shaft rotated against 

the collar of the fan, caused friction-induced heating and then melting of the collar, which 

caused the temperature to reach approximately 577°C. In this area, there were many wood 

handling equipment that caused vibration and agitation of the fine wood dust particles. The 

temperature rise due to friction ignited the wood dust particles, which later was identified to 

have an ignition temperature of 410-430°C by an independent laboratory (WorkSafe BC, 2012). 

In Babine Mill incident, frictional heating of the sheaves and V-belts started a smoldering fire 

of accumulated wood dust in the guard that had inspection holes. This assembly was located 

below the conveyor that facilitated the travel of the fine sawdust to various areas. It was later 

determined through layered ignition test, sawdust present in this production site could have 

ignited at a temperature as low as 310°C (WorkSafe BC, n.d.).  

2. Self-heating. There are several possibilities as to under which circumstances self-heating or 

spontaneous combustion may occur. Oxidation reactions and reactions of some dust with 

water or wood could be some examples of the occurrence of self-heating ignition. Although, in 

typical cases, an increase in temperature accelerates the rate of reaction, in some cases it could 
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continue being undetected for an extended period. The products of thermal degradation could 

also potentially trigger self-heating. Besides, unintended accumulation of dust deposits could 

also undergo self-heating (Tasneem Abbasi, 2007). Spark/Ember was identified as the ignition 

source in the fire investigation report of the incidents in 3D Idapro Solutions production plant 

(Anon., 2018). However, looking at the definitions given by Abbasi and investigator descriptions 

of the fire incidents “hot debris from the dryer passing into the dust collection system.” – could 

have resulted in the self-heating of the debris stuck on the interior of the ducting systems. From 

the investigation reports, it was found that the materials that were being processed were 

sticking to the interior of the dryer, and burning off, which consequently ignited the 

combustible dust contained in the ducts connected to the baghouse and fan unit. In total, six 

fire incidents happened in this production site, with five of which potentially indicated as 

embers from the dried particles getting stuck and heating up in the ducts, consequently igniting 

the combustible dust in the ducts. A similar situation happened in the US Ink Sun Corporation. 

Here, spontaneous self-ignition happened in the ductwork of a dust collecting system where 

sludge-like material and powdery mix of Gilsonite, carbon black, and clay accumulated. Self-

heating is also prevalent in certain metals when they react with water. According to NFPA 654, 

Standard for the Prevention of Fire and Dust Explosions from the Manufacturing, Processing, 

and Handling of Combustible Particulate Solids, most water-reactive products are powdered 

metals. Aluminum, magnesium, titanium, and a few other form oxides by reacting with water. 

The reaction of sufficiently small particles of metal could start the fire if reacted with water 

(NPFA 654, 2013, n.d.). This was the central hypothesis of the largest yet incident that took the 

lives of 185 people and destroyed the whole production plant in China. The hypothesis was 

tested in the lab conditions with the metal samples were taken after the incident. The site 

investigation conducted found that there was a hole near the bottom of dust filter #1. 

Continuous rainy conditions most probably contributed to the moisture/water entering the 

filter and reacting with the powdered dust (G.Li, 2016).      

3. Hot work. T. Abbasi speculates that accidents that involve hot works oftentimes occur because 

dust hazard is not appreciated and understood (Tasneem Abbasi, 2007). Workers without 

knowing the danger that dust could pose perform hot works that easily trigger the dust 
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deflagration. This is what happened with one of the incidents in 3D Idapro Solutions (Anon., 

2018). The filters in the baghouse were being removed for maintenance and clean up. There 

was a difficulty in removing one of the bolts that were holding the filter in place. To remove it, 

a grinder was used, which consequently ignited the accumulated dust and debris in the bag 

hopper. In one of the incidents in Lakeland Mills, hot work was performed, and it was believed 

that all necessary preventive actions had been considered, such as water hoses being available, 

spark watchers were present, and wetting down of the area was done. However, because the 

dust collection system was still running, sparks from welding got sucked into the dust collection 

system and ignited dust and filters in one of the baghouses (WorkSafe BC, 2012). 

4. Electrical sparks. Electrical sparks could occur during the malfunction of the electrical 

equipment, as well as the normal operation (Tasneem Abbasi, 2007). Fire investigators of the 

explosion that happened in the manufacturing facility of Nakanishi Manufacturing Corporation 

speculated in the fire incident report that the possible source of ignition could have been either 

static charge or electrical spark (Anon., 2015). The explosion occurred when the dust collector 

was not working and was attempted to reset it.  

5. Incandescent material. One of the incidents in Lakeland Mills happened when accumulated 

dust caught fire from halogen work-light used by a clean-up employee who entered the top 

part of the baghouse to clean the built-up dust around the filter elements (WorkSafe BC, 

2012).   

6. Hot surface. In the Lakeland Mills fire incident, it was determined that the dust in the baghouse 

got ignited because of the heat transfer through the baghouse, all as a consequence of welding 

works done on the ladder of the baghouse. Prior to conducting hot-work, necessary permission 

procedures should have been done, which would require preventive actions such as wetting 

down of the area, a watcher, and clean-up (WorkSafe BC, 2012).  

7. Impact sparks. Abbasi (Tasneem Abbasi, 2007) states that impact sparks are created with the 

force of metal tools on the metal surface. In such cases, ignition is not the spark, but rather 

heat being transferred from the metal surface to the dust. The author indicated that there is 

little evidence that a single impact ignition could occur (Tasneem Abbasi, 2007). While the 

extensiveness of the impacts is not clear, one of the incidents in Hoeganaes Corporation 
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occurred when two employees used the hammer to reconnect the gas line to the igniter. A 

large amount of iron dust was dispersed in the air when using the hammer resulting in one of 

the employees being engulfed with flames and suffering multiple burns (CSB, 2011). 

8. Static electricity. As Abbasi (Tasneem Abbasi, 2007) stated, static electricity is prevalent in 

some dust handling production plants, which include mills, conveyor belts, and other conveying 

systems. The static charge could also accumulate at the center of a large storage hopper, then 

discharged by the earthed probe. However, dust cloud ignition by static electricity is influenced 

by extensiveness and rate of application of ignition energy and the distribution of particle size 

(Tasneem Abbasi, 2007). As was mentioned before, the ignition source of the explosion in 

Nakanishi Manufacturing Corporation incident is only guessed to be either static electricity or 

electrical sparks.   

3.2.3 Contributing factors to the incidents. 
 

The incidents also had contributing factors, that if had been managed properly or mitigated 

beforehand, could have prevented or mitigated the risks all along. In some incident reports, these 

factors are stated explicitly, whereas, in others, the conclusions were drawn from the information 

provided. Unfortunately, in a few of the cases, due to the lack of detail provided, it is not possible 

to draw conclusions about the contributing factors. These are summarized in the table below.   
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Table 6. Matrix of contributing factors for the incidents based on the information given in the investigation reports. 

GENERAL INFORMATION CONTRIBUTING FACTORS TO THE INCIDENTS 

# Incident & Year Fuel Accumulated 
dust 

Human 
error  

Equipment 
malfunction 

Design 
problems of 

DC 

Design 
problems of 

other 
equipment 

Lack of 
training 

1 Hoeganaes 
Corporation, 2011 

Iron dust 
and 

hydrogen 
explosion 

X     X   X 

2 Hoeganaes 
Corporation, 2011 Metal dust X     X   X 

3 Hoeganaes 
Corporation, 2011  

hydrogen 
leakage and 
Metal dust 

X   X X   X 

4 
Babine Forest 

Products Limited, 
2012 

Wood Dust X       X   

5 Lakeland Mills Ltd, 
2011 Wood Dust   X       X 

6 Lakeland Mills Ltd, 
2012 Wood Dust     X X     

7 Lakeland Mills Ltd, 
2012 Wood Dust X X       X 

8 Lakeland Mills Ltd, 
2012 Wood Dust   X   X     

9 Lakeland Mills Ltd, 
2012 Wood Dust X X X  X   X 

10 US Ink, 2012 
Gilsonite 

and carbon 
black 

X     X   X 

11 Georgia Pacific 
Corrigan, 2014 Wood Dust  X X   X     

12 
Zhong Rong Metal 

Products Co (ZRMP), 
2014 

Aluminum-
alloy X X X X      

13 
Nakanishi 

Manufacturing Corp., 
2015 

metal dust   X X       

14 Modern Design, 2017  Sawdust  X           

15 Widner Product 
Finishing Co., 2018 Wood Dust X           

16 3D Idapro Solution, 
2017 Starch       X     

17 3D Idapro Solution, 
2017 Starch X X         

18 3D Idapro Solution, 
2018 Starch   X       X 

19 3D Idapro Solution, 
2018 Starch X    X      

20 3D Idapro Solution, 
2018 Starch X           

 Frequency  14 9 6 11 1 8 
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Based on the matrix above the most frequent contributing factors to the explosion and fire 

incidents are (in descending order of frequency):  

1. Accumulated dust. In many of the analyzed incidents, the dust accumulated was not mitigated 

properly. In some cases, this happened due to the improper clean-up work; in other cases, dust 

collectors were not designed to handle the full scale of the production, and some processes 

relied on the dust conveyors. Not only that these dust conveyors could not handle the dust 

produced, but also due to excessive vibrations, fine dust was dispersed in the air and traveled 

to extensive areas and deposited in inaccessible and invisible areas; hence was further 

accumulated.  

In Hoeganaes Corporation incident that occurred in 2011, it is reported that there were 

significant accumulations of dust within the plant, many of which were elevated surfaces that 

are not usually noticed or visible. Since the plant was built in 1980, it was not designed to avoid 

accumulations of dust in areas like beams and ledgers. According to CSB investigation report, 

safety recommendations given in NFPA 484 were not followed at this facility; these 

recommendations include specific requirements about elevated and flat surfaces and design 

and housekeeping controls to minimize dust accumulation. Moreover, dust emissions could 

have been minimized if conveyance equipment was properly designed to be enclosed so that 

there would not be any fugitive dust settling in various areas (CSB, 2011).  

In Babine Mills incident, baghouse and conveying systems were significantly undersized for the 

daily production volume. An old dust collection system that was installed in the 1980 that 

served trim-saw and edger were disconnected as a result of the modification. A new dust 

collection system serviced a bandsaw with two hoods that covered the top band wheel and 

guarded the spinning blade. However, it was reported that one side of the hood was 

disconnected when the incident occurred. There was no dust collection system along the east 

side of the mills and at the trim-saw and edger that were located in the east-center area. In 

addition to the dust collection system being undersized, it was found that beetle-killed wood 

that was being processed in the facility, due to its dry nature and brittleness, produced large 

amounts of fine wood particles. Other issues that contributed to the accumulation of large 
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quantities of dust were ineffective waste conveyor systems that could not properly capture the 

wood particles generated by the lumber processing. Because of the vibrations and open design 

that allowed to dump the wood waste from one conveyor to another allowed for dust particles 

to migrate to various areas in the facility. As a result, the undersized dust collection system, 

improper waste conveyor configurations, inadequate clean-up, and inaccurate estimation of 

how much dust the certain wood produces led to significant accumulations in this incident. The 

inspection that was done few days before the incident in the facility strongly indicate a large 

accumulation that went up to 5 inches and even in some areas up to 8 inches in height 

(WorkSafe BC, n.d.).   

Similar to Babine Mills incident, Lakeland facilities also processed the beetle-killed wood. The 

statements taken from the workers and the photographs indicate that there was a significant 

accumulation of wood in the facilities including in electrical boxes. The dust collection system 

served only partially in some areas of the entire facility (dust collection system did not serve 

the area where the primary explosion occurred), whereas, some areas were served by misting 

systems that could not effectively keep the dust under control. As a result, the undersized dust 

collection system and the ineffective misting system could not handle the dust that was being 

processed which resulted in the wood particles being settled on the lower floors, especially the 

basement, where there was a lack of ventilation and air movement (WorkSafe BC, 2012).  

In the case of US Ink incident, design problems in the dust collection system was a major 

contributor to the accumulation of dust in the dust collector. The original design did not 

consider the vapor and minimum conveying velocity that would be required to transport the 

moist dust to the dust collection system, as well as the added housekeeping hoses to the dust 

collector that did not have enough air velocities which resulted in the large accumulations of 

dust in the ducts (CSB, 2012). 

Similar to US Ink incident, in Georgia Pacific Corrigan incident, large accumulations of dust in 

the blowpipes resulted from the low flowrates of the system. This happened due to the changes 

to the equipment during the installation. The evidence of the accumulation was seen from the 

blowpipe becoming hot enough to ignite the paint on the outside of the pipe (Davis, 2018).  
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The authors of the paper about the dust explosion incident in Kunshan, China, analyzed the 

sequence of the events that took place in the plant at the time of the explosion. They 

hypothesized that the dust explosion would not propagate upstream inside the extraction ducts 

to the work areas, then downstream to other filters through neighboring ducts and other floors 

unless there was an accumulation of dust that would have been dispersed at the time of 

explosion propagation (G.Li, 2016). This again emphasizes the importance of effective dust 

removal and housekeeping activities as a first line of action to prevent such events.  

In the Widner Product Finishing Co. incident, the fire incident report from the fire department 

reports that the fire started in the dust collector. However, it quickly spread to some parts of 

the building facility. It is reported that as part of the firefighting operations, firefighters 

removed large quantities of wood products from the building. Besides, a large part of the ducts 

had to be removed to access the rest of the dust collection system.  

It is believed that the sparks generated by the machines was the probable heat source that 

entered the ductwork with an excessive amount of wood chip/sawdust. The extent of the 

damage was contained only to the ducts due to the large dust accumulations. No visible 

damages were observed throughout the structure and the machines by the investigator. 

In one of the incidents in 3D IdaPro (Anon., 2017), employees were removing the dust bags 

when the explosion and subsequent fire occurred. It is hypothesized that there might be two 

reasons for the incident: (1) when employees were removing the dust bags, some dust residue 

was left on the deck and when the blower turned on it dispersed the dust, but the source of 

the ignition is unknown; (2) there was product residue that got dried and stuck on the duct 

walls and was heating up due to excessive temperature. When the blower turned on, the dust 

dispersed and was near the ignition temperature. The previous incidents that had occurred 

indicates that when handling wet products; the moist residue would get mixed with dust and 

get stuck on the walls of dust collector ducts. The excessive heat generated by the dryer would 

contribute then to the self-heating and subsequent ignition.  

Based on the Combustible Dust Walk-Through Review of the 3D IdaPro Facility conducted by 

Fauske Associates, LLC (Anon., 2018), observations and recommendations given by the 
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investigator include good housekeeping and clean-up activities for the dust accumulation due 

to the large accumulations observed on the floor during operations, along the walls and 

elevated surfaces (Anon., 2018).    

2. Design problems of a dust collector. In a few of the incidents reviewed, the problems were 

overlooked in the design process of the dust collectors, lack of understanding of the process 

and material handled by the dust collector and ignoring basic fire and thermodynamics 

processes that lead to those incidents.  

In Hoeganaes incident, the facility dust collection systems could not handle the dust emissions 

from conveying equipment from where combustible iron dust escaped to other areas and 

accumulated on elevated surfaces. Based on the NFPA 484, certain engineering controls need 

to be applied where the machines handle powdered dust operations. Enclosed conveyance 

equipment was missing from the facility, which contributed to the migration and settlement of 

iron dust to the elevated and flat surface areas. Not only was it reported that the dust collection 

system could not handle the amount of iron dust being produced, but also baghouses dust 

collectors were reported to be down for maintenance frequently (CSB, 2011). The dust 

collection system was not designed properly to handle the amount of dust produced in addition 

to improperly designed production equipment that contributed to significant iron dust 

emissions.  

Though in the Lakeland Mills incident, the problems were not directly with the dust collection 

system, there was a modification of the ducting of this collection system to add the clean-out 

hatches in the ducts. These modifications resulted in the modification of the ducting system 

such that some areas of rectangular cross-sectional became smaller in order not to disturb the 

piping system. These transition points allowed to have clean-out hatches, but transition points 

of the cross-sectional areas could not handle the explosion pressure that traveled through the 

ducting system. Through the rupture of these two ducting sections, the fire and explosion 

pressure vented out at the basement area, and subsequently, pressure dispersed the dust in 

the air fueling the secondary explosion (WorkSafe BC, 2012). Also, as mentioned before, there 

were problems with the control panel motherboard of the detection and suppression system. 
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Although the ducting length between the sensor and the water suppression system was enough 

according to the design, the explosion pressure traveled so quickly that the system could not 

respond on time and trigger the water suppression system and close the abort gates (WorkSafe 

BC, 2012).  

A new dust collection system in the US Sun incident was designed in such a way that it would 

be running when mixing tanks are in operation and stop when the operations are done. 

However, there was a design problem in the equipment that resulted in the dust collection 

system to continuously operate. The flash fire was first observed coming out from the bag 

dump station, it was observed that the rubberized spiral duct that connected one of the pre-

mix tanks to the dust collection system was melting and dripping. The investigators determined 

that continuous operation of the dust collection system led to self-heating and spontaneous 

ignition of accumulated sludge-like material and powered mix of Gilsonite, carbon black, and 

clay in the duct of one of the pre-mix tanks. Since this mixture caught fire and the dust collection 

system was still on, the air blew in the fire towards the collector, which was filled with dust 

particles already. This led to an explosion in the dust collector. Before the installation of the 

dust collection system, there was a wet scrubber in place. Operators used the vapor coming 

out of the mixing tanks to gauge the speed and adjust the temperatures for the mixing 

operations. After the installation of the new dust collection system, operators could not 

observe the vapor as an indicator of their processes. This is because metal ducts were 

connecting the mixing tanks to the collector. As a result, with no automatic temperature control 

or guidelines, operators had to rely on their instincts to operate with the mixing process. Due 

to the elimination of the wet scrubber from the operation, combustible vapor that was being 

generated by the mixing tanks could not be eliminated anymore because a new dust collection 

system was not designed to handle condensate vapor. This resulted in the vapor being trapped 

in the ductwork of the system. The CSB investigators determined that the design of the dust 

collection did not consider vapor and sludge-like material that was formed due to the vapor. 

As a result, system capacity and velocities in the ducts were not enough to convey moist ducts 

that were formed during the operation processes. Additionally, three housekeeping hoses were 

added to the dust collection system. This contributed additional dust in the ductwork but did 
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not have enough makeup air to transport the dust to the dust collector. These modifications 

were also not accounted for in the design, which meant that the velocity and pressure drops 

were not enough to move the dust to dust collectors effectively. Other design problems that 

should have been considered in the design process are clean-out doors where large dust 

accumulations are expected and extinguishing systems for the duct sections with more than 

9.6 inches in diameter. Because there were no clean-out doors in the ducts, firefighters had to 

break ductwork sections to extinguish smoldering fires in the ductwork (CSB, 2012).  

According to Davis (Davis, 2018), the dust collection system in the Georgia Pacific Corrigan 

facility did not comply with NFPA Safety Standard requirements. Several aspects of the system 

design were not adequately designed, such as inadequate airflow, lack of access doors, 

improper isolation system, and incorrect deflagration venting. Design changes in parts of the 

systems, in this case, changes to sheave (electric motor and blower fan connection) resulted in 

the decreased airflow rates of 3768 ft/min, as opposed to 5000 ft/min of design airflow and 

even below recommended flow rate of 4000 ft/min which is recommended value by NFPA 91. 

The airflow was never verified after the design changes (Davis, 2018). Once again, similar to the 

previous incident mentioned, access doors on the ducts were not provided, which restricted 

the employees to conduct routine checks for the accumulation of dust. Based on the original 

design specifications, there is supposed to be a bypass duct from the abort valve to the blower 

that, in case of emergency fire, would not come in contact with a baghouse. However, due to 

the improper design, burning dust or sparks could enter the baghouse. This was the case during 

the incident, that even though abort gates were activated on time, inadequate design of the 

system allowed the burning dust to propagate to the baghouse and deflagrate. This particular 

incident also highlights the importance of considering all possible details when designing and 

installing such systems. This includes identifying exclusion zones for the path of the deflagration 

and fireball. This also has an important role in identifying the locations of control panels and 

deflagration vents (Davis, 2018).  

The explosion incident in China also highlights the importance of a proper design of a dust 

collection system in facilities with explosible and combustible dust. As per the known 

information about this incident, the major contributor to the incident is the lack of an isolation 
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system between dust filters and the workshop area. A proper isolation system would have 

limited the consequences of the deflagration and magnitude of the incident. However, as 

pointed out by the authors, given the highly explosive characteristics and speed of propagation 

of aluminum dust and limited distance between filters and workshops, the design of an 

effective and quick isolation system is a challenge (G.Li, 2016). Moreover, as pointed out by 

Taveau (Jerome Taveau, 2018), vent sizes for this incident might also have been 

underestimated. The structural damage to the dust collector suggests that internal pressure 

was higher than what was estimated (Jerome Taveau, 2018).  

According to the investigation report provided by Umatilla County Fire Department about the 

incident on June 2, 2017, the spark detection system detected the sparks. However, the 

suppression system failed to activate because the electrical breaker tripped when the 

suppression system was activated. This resulted in the spark entering the dust collection system 

and igniting the dust inside.  

3. Human error. In general, the management of most of the companies was neglecting employee 

complaints about the accumulation of dust. Then Dust Hazard Analysis that needs to be done 

for the industries handling any combustible dust was ignored. In many cases, basic hot-work 

policies were not kept, which indirectly led to accidents.  

In an incident in Lakeland Mills in 2011 (WorkSafe BC, 2012), a baghouse caught fire from heat 

transfer from hot work that was being done on the outside of the baghouse. This work needed 

to be done with the supervision of watcher, wetting-down, and cleaning-up of the area, also 

check on the other side of the wall and a supervisor's signature. When doing works inside or 

close to baghouses, special attention needs to be considered due to the nature of the baghouse 

to contain a hazardous amount of dust particles. Another incident that happened in the same 

facility also involved the hot work permit that was done according to all the facility rules, but 

the dust collection system was not shut down. This resulted in the sparks from welding and 

cutting works were sucked into the dust collection system into the northern backhouse. The 

sparks ignited the dust and the filter elements; this was the first time that indicated that spark 

detection and suppression systems were not working properly. After this incident, it was 
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identified that the motherboard of the detection system was not working properly; it was 

showing the recorded 340 alerts, which negligence on maintenance from the management of 

the facilities (WorkSafe BC, 2012).  

In the Georgia Pacific Corrigan incident, when employees noticed the fire in the blowpipe, they 

stopped the main blower motor. This actually made the fire grow. But then, due to the 

undetermined situation, the motor was turned back on again. This caused the burning of dust 

accumulations to lift and move towards the baghouse. As stated by Davis (Davis, 2018), the 

facility owner did not have clear written procedures for actions in case of fire. In some 

procedures, it was stated to turn off the main blower, whereas somewhere else, it was written 

to keep it on (Davis, 2018).  

The most disastrous incident known in the last 10 years that took the lives of 146 people and 

injured 114 people is thought to happen because of the ignorance of the plant managers and 

the government to regulate the industries that deal with hazardous metal dust. This case calls 

for the attention that the danger of dust explosion should not be ignored even if dust 

concentrations are kept lower than a minimum level. In this incident, management/owners of 

the facility believed that the dust concentration in the facility was less than the amount that 

would cause an explosion. It was estimated that the amount of dust entering the filters was 

less than 1% of the minimum explosible concentration (MEC) in the filter bags, however during 

the bag cleaning period when the workers would be shaking the collected dust in the filter bags 

manually dispersed dust could produce dust clouds with explosible concentrations (G.Li, 2016).  

In a few cases of the data collected, some included little information about the incidents. These 

include investigation reports from Fire Marshals. From the incident report of an explosion in 

Nakanishi Manufacturing Company, the interviewer, maintenance chief of the facility, told that 

the dust collector was not working correctly due to the substantial accumulation of dust inside. 

The explosion occurred when an employee tried to reset the dust collector (Anon., 2015). 

Unfortunately, it is not clear where exactly the worker was and what tools he was using, but it 

says that the dust collector spontaneously ignited.   
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4. Lack of training. In many of the analyzed cases, employees did not know that they were dealing 

with combustible dust, some of them did not realize that those dust could lead to explosions, 

whereas in other cases, they had to rely on their instincts to handle the situations without 

knowing the proper procedures.  

In Hoeganaes incident, it was reported that at the time of the incidents, many employees were 

not aware or trained that powdered metal at the facility could have potential explosibility 

characteristics if dispersed in the air. On some occasions, they would not even report minor 

flash fires that occurred periodically, because they were only aware of the fact that iron dust 

could burn or smolder (CSB, 2011).  

Although it is not stated directly in Lakeland Mills incidents, it is possible to see that when 

personnel were working on specific tasks, they did not take certain actions to prevent the 

accidents from happening. For example, in the first incident where the hot works were done 

outside of the baghouse, heat transfer from the hot works ignited the dust in the baghouse. In 

the other incident, the worker entered the baghouse to do clean-up work with a halogen work 

light. In the 3rd incident, all hot work permits were correctly done, but the dust collection 

system was not turned off, and the sparks traveled to the dusk collection system (WorkSafe BC, 

2012).  

In the incident of US Ink Sun Chemical Corporation, the fire started in the new dust collection 

system that was installed a few days before the incident. Upon commissioning of the new 

equipment, few employees who would be operating the new system received only 15 minutes 

of operational training and instruction and walkthrough of explosion suppression and isolation 

system (CSB, 2012).  

Similar to some of the previous incidents, one of the fire incidents in 3D IdaPro resulted from 

the lack of understanding of explosible abilities of combustible dust and the danger of using 

electric tools when working inside or near dust collection systems. In this particular case, that 

took place on February 26, 2018, after having a hard time removing dust filters for maintenance 

and cleaning used a grinder to remove the bolts. The sparks from grinding ignited the dusty 

environment of the dust hopper (Anon., 2018).   
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5. Equipment malfunction (equipment not limited to dust collector). In some of the cases, 

equipment malfunction led to explosions and fires.  

In Lakeland Mills incident that took place on January 20, 2012, equipment malfunction resulted 

in the creation of several small fires. Specifically, dust that was suspended in the air ignited 

when saw of the large head rig came apart and created sparks. Several corrective actions were 

proposed after this incident, including the repair of the dust collection system and better 

housekeeping activities. However, no completion documents were available after the incident. 

The inspection following the last in the most substantial incident that took place in Lakeland 

Mills again happened because of the malfunction of the gear reducer. The forensic analysis 

showed that the heat was generated from the friction between the rotating shaft contacting 

the collar. The heat generated by the friction resulted in very high temperatures and then 

subsequent melting of the collar. The melting temperature of the fan collar showed to be above 

500˚C, whereas the ignition temperature of the wood dust was found to be 410˚C and 430˚C in 

the laboratory. In this area, conveyors were transporting the wood dust from one to another, 

which agitated the fine with dust particles. The melting temperature of the fan collar and the 

dispersed dust created a deflagrating explosion in the area. After the incident in Lakeland Mills, 

it was found that a recirculated air of the dust collection system would return to the Mills was 

not working properly. The fact is that when the recirculated air was returned to the Mills, it 

would bring fine dust particles that would indicate that there were some filters ruptured or 

missing or not performing well. One employee was sent to check the baghouses and inspect 

the suspended filters, but 480 filter bags were suspended in the baghouse that means that it is 

not possible to visibly inspect the filters from far and identify which ones are ripped, torn down, 

or damaged. When the incident occurred, the fire and the pressure front entered the ducts of 

the dust collection system and burned its way through the ducts and exploded the filters filter 

bags of them northern baghouse. In the prior incident in the baghouse fire, it was found that 

the motherboard of the control panel for the detection and suppression system was not 

working properly. After the incident, it was found that 2 out of 5 nozzles of the water 

suppression system were not working. This meant that either the system did not detect the 

sparks from the welding and cutting operations and the sparks freely traveled to the baghouse 
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and caused the fire in the baghouse or another reason could be that the system was detecting 

the sparks but could not respond properly and on time to extinguish the fire (WorkSafe BC, 

2012).  

During the investigation of the incident in China, a hole was found at the bottom of filter #1, 

which became the most probable theory of the initiation of an ignition source. From the visual 

observations, it was believed that it was an old hole due to corrosion. A day before the incident 

and during the incident, it was raining heavily. Since the metals are highly reactive when in 

contact with water, it is believed that moisture entered the filter and reacted with the metal 

dust particles inside the filter that caused self-heating and spontaneous ignition (G.Li, 2016). 

6. Design problems of equipment other than a dust collector. In one of the cases, design 

problems of the gear reducer along with accumulated dust that deposited inside the guard of 

the gear reducer lead to friction sparks that ignited accumulated dust and propagated further.  

In the Babine Mills incident, the explosion started with smoldering fire inside the motor and 

gear reducer assembly. Upon investigation, it was identified that circumferential clearance 

between the shaves on the gear reducer and interior wall of the guard was significantly less 

than the original design. As a result, wood dust that kept migrating to the back of the motor 

assembly and gear reducer through the inspection holes. A constant rotation of the belt 

resulted in wood particles to become finer, and lack of visibility through the inspection holes 

the pile-up of wood particles were not noticed. Rotation of the sheaves and V-belt and lack of 

clearance between the guard and sheave caused combustible dust to become compacted, and 

friction created by rotation and eventually started a smoldering fire. The fire had continued to 

smolder for some time due to the lack of oxygen; however, once the smoldering fire traveled 

near the inspection holes, with enough oxygen, it became an open fire (WorkSafe BC, n.d.).    

3.2.4 Other factors   
 

Following factors were identified which did not directly impact the incidents, however, could have 

played an indirect role in preventing such incidents. These include more vigorous enforcement of 

laws related to dust handling facilities, including dust hazard analysis, initial material testing of the 
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process material, better regulations of local building authorities, management of change control, 

and emergency response procedures.  

1. Dust Hazard Analysis and Hazard Assessment. Dust Hazard Analysis is the first step in 

understanding the type of dust that the facility is dealing with and preparing necessary design 

and maintenance procedures for hazard prevention in the industries that handle combustible 

and explosible dust.  

Davis (Davis, 2018) stated that in the incident at Georgia Pacific Corrigan, there was no evidence 

that the company had performed Dust Hazard Analysis (DHA) based on NFPA 654 – Standard 

for the Prevention of Fire and Dust Explosions from the Manufacturing, Processing, and 

Handling of Combustible Particulate Solids (Davis, 2018). The importance of this analysis is that 

through this analysis, it could have been possible to identify critical deficiencies in the facility 

and system design easily. As a result, it would have been possible to avoid the excessive 

accumulations of dust in the ducts, size, and location of the vent could have been identified as 

undersized, and the isolation system would be found as ineffective. He concluded that this 

incident is an excellent example of the importance of DHA to identification, prevention, and 

mitigation of possible fires and dust explosions in the facilities. Combustible Dust Review 

performed by Fauske & Associates (Anon., 2017) also recommended the completion of DHA in 

the facility 3D IdaPro. Based on the NFPA Standards, it is recommended for the processes 

related to the generation of dust to have an assessment on dust every 5 years to identify 

possible risks and identify prevention and mitigation activities.  

In the report by CSB (CSB, 2012), it is stated that US Ink/Sun Chemical Corporation did not 

perform risk and hazard assessments before the start-up of the equipment. This would allow 

identifying any deficiencies and effectiveness of the performance of the new dust collection 

system. Based on the requirements of NFPA 91 and NFPA 654, the company management 

should have performed initial testing of the system to observe the performance of the system 

based on various test recommended by NFPA. It was concluded that there were no tests done 

during the commissioning of the new dust collection system.  
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From the investigation report of the Hoeganaes Corporation incident (CSB, 2011), it is known 

that an independent dust hazard analysis and hazard study to identify prevention and 

mitigation techniques was recommended by an audit, if iron dust in the facility is found to be 

explosible. Although the management of the company followed the recommendations and 

initiated several actions, the program was not effective in the mitigation of dust hazards at the 

facility.   

2. Process Material Characteristics Testing. The information provided above indicates the need 

for conducting tests on the dust that is specific to each facility. The primary goal is to identify, 

prevent, and mitigate hazards at the facility and train the employees on how to deal with them. 

For example, in powdered metal handling industries, material safety data sheets would provide 

the properties of the materials concerning flammability, explosibility, toxicity, and 

corrosiveness of the concerning metals and alloys. According to Taveau (Jerome Taveau, 2018), 

the likelihood of ignition and severity of the explosion depends on the particle size. As such, for 

aluminum dust, likelihood and severity increase sharply increases as the particle sizes decrease. 

As a result, knowing the dust properties aids in understanding and minimizing the hazards as 

well as the good management control of the maintenance and production activities. It is also 

evident from the investigation reports, many of the facilities' management and employees 

were not aware of the ignition and explosible properties of the dust that they had been 

working. Moreover, in some facilities, the material type that was being processed changed, 

whereas the preventive measures and procedures of maintenance did not change.  

Both Babine and Lakeland Mills started processing beetle-killed pine in recent years before the 

explosion incidents. What the facilities used to process was the different, more humid, and 

fresher type of wood, whereas beetle-killed pine, is known to be very brittle and dry wood that 

produces a larger volume of wood dust that almost resembles flour (WorkSafe BC, n.d.). The 

waste management system, waste conveyors, and dust collection systems in the facilities were 

not designed to process the dust from dry and brittle lumber, which resulted in severely 

undersized dust handling and large dust accumulations in the facility (WorkSafe BC, n.d.) 

(WorkSafe BC, 2012).  
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In US Ink Sun Corporation, several types of tests were conducted on the samples collected after 

the incident. The analysis of the sample collected showed the composition of hydrocarbon oil, 

clay, and carbon black. The design of the new dust collection system was done for the 

parameters of the dust of deflagration index (Kst) 165 bar-m/s and maximum pressure (Pmax) of 

10 bar. Although the samples were taken after the incident did not exceed design values, two 

samples of Gilsonite had deflagration indexes of 199 and 235 bar-m/s which exceed the new 

dust collection system design values. As it is stated in the report, the high value of Kst of 

Gilsonite and low values in Minimum Ignition Energy (MIE) indicate more severe explosibility 

characteristics that demanded a more robust dust collection system than the one designed for 

Kst value of 165 bar-m/s (CSB, 2012).  

In the aluminum dust incident, the properties of the aluminum alloy dust that were found and 

tested after the incident was different from those of pure aluminum-alloy. This is because of 

the organic additives that are brought up to the hub-polishing process. This caused the 

aluminum-alloy to become “fluffier” with a low bulk density and high porosity, which resulted 

in the lower thermal heat conductivity of the substance that the one of pure origin. As author 

(G.Li, 2016) speculated, this could have resulted in self-heating and subsequent ignition.   

3. Facility equipment operation, maintenance, and emergency response procedures. As it was 

mentioned in the earlier sections, some actions that took place during the incident resulted in 

an adverse effect on personnel and financial losses. This happened due to improper or unclear 

emergency procedures and human error due to the unfamiliarity of employees with how to 

handle such incidents. This calls for the attention of the management to have clear emergency 

procedures and to train the personnel to respond during these emergencies.  

One of the main catalysts of fire and explosion evolution during the incident in Georgia Pacific 

Corrigan is contradictory emergency procedures. During the investigation, it was found that 

one procedure requires to turn off the blower, whereas the other procedure says to keep it on 

in the event of a fire. As a result, when the motor blower was turned off by an employee, airflow 

stopped, and a fire started growing. Then, when the blower was turned back on again, due to 
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the contradictory procedures, the burning wood dust and embers were lifted and transported 

towards the baghouse (Davis, 2018). 

In Lakeland mills (WorkSafe BC, 2012), the incident report states that there were no regular 

maintenance procedures for equipment, particularly gear reducer and cooler, where ignition 

started. These should have been monitored and managed to keep safe dust concentrations in 

the air of the facility. A similar situation occurred in Babine Mills incident with excessive dust 

accumulations, improper maintenance procedures, and no monitoring of the work were some 

deficiencies in the facility.  

Fauske & Associates (Anon., 2017) recommended 3D IdaPro to have written procedures for the 

company to have an effective workplace, schedule, maintenance, and inspection activities. 

They also recommended an inspection, testing, and maintenance Program for protection 

systems and equipment. This recommendation was given due to the constant fire incidents in 

this facility for the same reasons and causes. In total, within a two-year period, there were six 

recorded and documented fire incidents in the facility, out of which five are related to the dust 

collection system.  

In Hoeganaes incident, CSB (CSB, 2011) reported that after conducting the dust analysis and 

identifying the hazards associated, an operator training program was initiated. However, 

control and mitigation of the dust hazard were ignored, which meant that flash fires were 

viewed as normal.  

4. Management of Change. Management of Change is another factor that had been noticed to 

be shared in a few of the cases. Issues were overlooked because of the miscommunication and 

ineffective or absence of management of change whatsoever. When the changes are made to 

the processes, materials, or equipment, it should be well documented because these changes, 

if not known, could potentially create workplace hazards.  

For example, in the US Ink Sun corporation incident investigation, CSB (CSB, 2012) noted that 

there were no Process Hazard Analysis and Management of Change procedures conducted. The 

original design of the dust collection system was modified without checking how the changes 

would affect the performance of the new dust collection system. There was no adequate 
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oversight and management of the changes between the US Ink and contractors. Moreover, 

there was no adequate transitional knowledge between a retired engineer who was part of the 

dust collection system project from US Ink. He retired before the commissioning of the system, 

and a new engineer, who was not involved in the initial stages of the project, continued the 

project by hiring contractors and ordering equipment, and supervising the installations works.  

Other companies that did not reflect the management of change also include Georgia Pacific 

Corrigan. The design changes to the system resulted in the low airflow, such caused significant 

accumulations of dust in the dust collectors (Davis, 2018).    

 

 Discussion 
 

The quantitative analysis of the dust explosions and fires involving dust collectors indicate that the 

most frequent incidents during the last 10 years involved wood and metal dust, and fewer incidents 

with dust like grain, spices, rice, rubber, lime, carbon, and others. Among 143 incidents involving 

dust collectors in the last 10 years, 51 incidents were with wood dust, three with wood chips, and 

one with wood pellet, whereas there were 34 incidents with metal dust (that specifically did not 

indicate the type of metal), five incidents with aluminum, one with magnesium, one with titanium 

dust. In terms of injuries and fatalities, the most dominant is wood dust. Wood dust comes with 51 

injuries and six fatalities and one injury with wood chip involvement.  

The information above correlates with the intensity and severity of the incidents based on the 

characteristics of materials according to OSHA’s Combustible Dust Emphasis Program.  All materials 

can be characterized by deflagration factors, Kst (bar-m/s). The higher the value of Kst, the more 

significant the severity of the explosion. Generally, it is known that metals such as aluminum, 

magnesium, and titanium have a very high deflagration index with more than 300 bar-m/s; this is 

characterized as having a very strong explosion (Occupational Safety and Healh Administration, 

2009). According to Eckhoff’s Dust Explosions in the Process Industries book, the aluminum powder 

can have a deflagration index as high as 1100 bar-m/s (K.Eckhoff, 2003). Unfortunately, there were 

22 incidents where information about the type of dust is not known. 
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Detailed qualitative analysis was done to the 20 incidents that were found to have somewhat in-

depth information to conclude causes and consequences, and degrees of damages. These 20 

incidents mostly involve metal dust and wood dust, whereas one incident involves Gilsonite and 

carbon black, and five incidents in the potato dehydration plant.  

Based on the information obtained, the analysis was divided into two categories. Two matrixes 

were created, one analyzing the ignition sources of each incident, whereas another one with the 

contributing factors to the incidents that contributed to the initiation, expansion, and propagation 

of the explosions and fires.  

Based on the matrix of ignition sources, 7 out of 20 incidents happened due to the friction 

sparks/heating. This is the most frequent ignition source, followed by self-heating and spontaneous 

ignition, which occurred in six different incidents. The analyzed 20 incidents had a total number of 

173 injuries and 157 fatalities. This is correlated to 49 injuries and 11 fatalities when friction 

sparks/heating occurred. It is also important to note that wood dust is the dominating type of dust 

when it comes to friction sparks/heating. Self-heating and spontaneous ignition are correlated to 

122 injuries and 146 fatalities. However, it should be noted that such a large number is due to one 

explosion incident in China that involved aluminum dust. 

The complex hazard incidents, especially the ones involving explosible and combustible dust, take 

place due to multiple factors that pile up on one another. These incidents not necessarily depend 

on one factor that can initiate hazards. These incidents are always interlinked with each other.  

Contributing factors that were evaluated for each of the incidents in terms of the matrix are 

accumulation of dust, human error, equipment malfunction, design problems of dust collectors, 

design problems of other equipment, and lack of training. Each incident has a combination of these 

factors that influenced the outcome of the incident. 

With the help of the matrix, it was identified that the most significant contributing factor is the 

accumulation of dust. This is expected since the abundance of fuel is one of the five components 

needed to create an explosion hazard. Fourteen incidents (out of 20), specifically mentioned in the 

report about an excessive amount of dust accumulations, not only in elevated and horizontal 

surfaces, but even some mentioned about dust inside electrical boxes, motor and gear reducer 
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assembly, and ducts. Although some incidents are not marked as having dust accumulations, they 

potentially could have accumulations that are not specifically mentioned in the reports. All 

incidents that have more than one fatality and injuries have been mentioned as having severe dust 

accumulations.   

Eleven (out of 20) incidents happened because of the design problems with dust collectors. These 

design problems include, but are not limited to, short distances between workshops and dust 

filters, design changes that affected air flow rates and not verifying the changes, inappropriate vent 

locations and sizes, absence of clean-out doors in ducts, improper isolation, suppression, and 

detection systems. Most of the incidents with the highest injury and fatalities had dust collector 

design problems that have been ignored or overlooked.  

Although it was counted to be 9 incidents out of 20 times, human error was a contributing factor 

during the dust explosion and fire incidents; it could be more because the matrix represents only 

the information that was available through investigation reports, case studies, and fire incidents 

reports. The human error, in most cases, includes the ignorance of the management to implement 

and enforce housekeeping rules, effective operations, and maintenance procedures, and following 

up with preventive and corrective actions if given. In some cases, employees did not follow safety 

procedures before and during the cleaning and maintenance work. These include working with 

equipment or tools without having hot work permits or working with hot tools when the dust 

collection system is still on.  

To some degree, factors such as human error and lack of training are interlinked. However, in most 

cases, lack of training is noted because the management of the facilities failed to follow certain 

procedures that would help them and their workers to be cautioned about dust hazards. Lack of 

training happens when employees deal with the dust without knowing the degree of hazards that 

it would bring. In some of the facilities, employees were used to usual small fires that they did not 

realize the explosiveness of the dust they were working with. In a few of the facilities had they had 

done the dust hazard analysis and identified the degree of hazard that particular dust brings could 

have enabled them to initiate correct maintenance and emergency procedures. The lack of 

management to initiate certain procedures resulted in the lack of training and knowledge of their 
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employees; As a result, 8 out of 20 times, it was reported that employees had no proper training 

or knowledge about the work that they have been doing or handling.  

The importance of having a proper process and maintenance procedures have been emphasized 

several times before because even the slightest equipment malfunction could initiate fires and 

explosions under certain conditions. It was reported that 6 out of 20 times, the incidents occurred 

due to the equipment malfunction that could have been avoided if maintained regularly.  

Although within the analyzed incidents design problems of equipment (not dust collector) occurred 

only once, it is an essential reminder that design deficiencies result in malfunction, which could be 

hazardous considering the dangerous environment of dust handling facilities.        

Other factors were common to many of the incidents, which are crucial elements in the prevention 

and mitigation of hazardous incidents in dust handling industries. It was noticed that many facilities 

did not perform Dust Hazard Analysis (DHA). Within Dust Hazard Analysis, material testing should 

be done to identify the severity of the dust in the facility. Having the material testing done and 

identifying characteristics of the material is necessary to properly design dust collection systems, 

dust conveyors, or any other equipment and systems around the facility. After performing the DHA, 

properly conducted operation, maintenance, and emergency response procedures are crucial in 

the facility to prevent and mitigate any work-related hazards. However, it was evident that many 

facilities had improper or ineffective procedures, some procedures were contradictory, which 

resulted in explosions incidents, and some did not have proper procedures related to dust hazards. 

It was highlighted in some of the incidents the importance of having Management of Change (MOC) 

documents. MOC documents are essential to help trace back to any changes made during the 

design or installation of any equipment or procedure. 

The findings from this analysis could also be applied or related to the other powder handling and 

processing equipment in terms of the involvement of the dust explosion and fires. It could be 

noticed from some incidents that due to lack of isolation of individual equipment, mostly 

conveyers, led to the transport of excess dust from one area to another and accumulating in 

stagnant areas. This is especially relevant to the wood dust handling facilities where conveyors 

could easily transport the dust through different areas and accumulate in remote or unnoticeable 
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areas. More robust isolation of the electrical equipment and electrical panels is evident. Some 

evidence shows that fine particles of fugitive dust could easily enter and accumulate in the 

electrical panels and even in the gear motors, which is potentially hazardous equipment. Another 

potentially hazardous consideration that needs to be made is the electrical wiring of equipment 

such as elevator motors, conveyors, and gears. In case of exposed wiring and improper grounding 

in an area with low Minimum Ignition Energy dust, could be hazardous.  

When it comes to the nature of explosions and fire occurred in three different areas, inside the 

dust collector, in the ductwork, and external to the dust collector, then it is possible to see the 

pattern of initiating or accompanying of the incidents to each of those locations. If for the events 

that started external to the equipment the accumulation of dust particles and ineffective 

housekeeping are contributors, for the remaining two design problems and weaknesses of the dust 

collection system itself are the main drivers. In the incidents where the explosion and fire were 

initiated in the ductwork, it is either low airflow or sludge-like dust. Both of them were due to the 

failure of the design considerations. Low airflow related due to the changes in the ductwork design 

or dust collection system design that departed from the original design and failure to re-evaluate 

the system due to the changes. The consistency of the dust to become sludge, sticking to the walls 

of the ductwork and drum, and spontaneously igniting due to the overheating was the initiating 

event in several of the investigated incidents. The absence of cleanout hatches was another 

problem in a few of the incidents, as such employees could not see that there was an accumulation 

of dust in the ductwork due to insufficient airflow or excessive production of dust, naturally, they 

also could not immediately see or understand any fire being initiated. In one incident, cleanout 

hatches were missing from the original design of the ductwork which is why the company decided 

to add the hatches later. However, the changes to the system were done by a local contractor. The 

ductwork design was different from the original one and recalculations of the cross-sectional area 

of the ducts were not done properly. Due to the changes in the duct shape, transition points were 

added which became rupture points during the explosion (WorkSafe BC, 2012). For the explosions 

and fires that were initiated within the dust collection system, it was mostly due to improper 

grounding work or negligence of the employees during maintenance work. Heat transfer through 

the walls of the dust collection system when hot works were being done outside of the dust 
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collection system led to an ignition of the dust inside the dust collector. Other incidents include 

using electrical equipment when removing the filters inside the dust collector or using halogen light 

for inspection of the dust collector or the filters inside. These call for the attention of a more robust 

outer shell of the dust collector itself and an innovative way of inspecting or removing filters with 

minimal involvement of electrical devices.  

From available information, it is known that several incidents led to a secondary explosion. In two 

of the incidents (Babine Mills and Lakeland Mills) where the primary explosion started external to 

the dust collector, the explosion and fire traveled through the production area and dispersed the 

accumulated wood dust which led to the secondary and more violent explosion that destroyed the 

building. Both incidents took place under similar circumstances, involved the same type of material, 

and the extent of the damage due to the incident was similar. Additionally, in Lakeland Mills, a 

secondary event also occurred in the dust collection system because burning material entered the 

ductwork and spark detection and water suppression systems were not working properly 

(WorkSafe BC, 2012). The intensity and extent of the secondary explosions in both cases occurred 

due to the excessive amount of wood dust present on all surfaces that were dispersed due to the 

explosion and traveling blast wave. In total 42 people were injured, and 4 people lost their lives in 

these two incidents.  

Two incidents (Georgia Pacific Corrigan and US Ink Sun) where the secondary explosion occurred 

within the dust collector due to the fire that originated in the ductwork, happened because of the 

design problems of the dust collection system. In the former incident, the burning ember in the 

duct of the conveying system triggered dust cloud deflagration and traveled through the exhaust 

stack. Due to the improper design, burning nests penetrated the baghouse through the clean air 

duct. Then suspended dust cloud it the baghouse initiated secondary explosion. Vent panels 

yielded when this secondary deflagration occurred, the vented fireball traveled downward and 

engulfed an employee who was in the vicinity to control the fire (Davis, 2018). In the latter incident, 

the discharge of the suppression system due to the burning sludge that was transported to the 

dust collector created a pressure spike that reversed the direction of the deflagration towards the 

mixing tank. The dispersed dust ignited and subsequently, the fireball expanded and dispersed 
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more dust and vented through the doorway (CSB, 2012). There were 11 injuries and 2 fatalities in 

these two incidents.  

The incident in China is the most violent and extensive in terms of personnel losses and extensivity 

of the damage. The primary deflagration was initiated in one of the dust collection systems (Filter 

#1) in the production plant. The first secondary explosion occurred when the dust flame 

propagated through the ductwork upstream and exited at the exhaust hoods located above 

working tables on production lines #1 and #2 on the first floor. Then, because the extraction hoods 

connected to other filters were still on, the propagating dust flames got sucked into the hoods of 

other dust collection systems (Filters #3, #5, #7) where all filters exploded (G.Li, 2016). Then the 

second secondary explosion occurred when the explosion on the first floor traveled through stairs 

to the second-floor production lines. Since the dust collectors were also still in operation, the 

scenario of the first floor was repeated. The injury and fatality count for this incident were 114 and 

146 respectively.   

Overall, the occurrence of a secondary explosion exacerbates the situation in terms of damages 

and losses. From the investigated incidents it is possible to observe that ineffective housekeeping 

resulted in worse consequences due to the dispersion of fugitive dust during the primary explosion. 

Problems that lead to secondary explosions within the dust collectors are mainly due to improper 

design work and insufficient considerations of the scenarios that could lead to the propagation of 

flames.   

 

 Summary  
 

The current work attempted to identify variables and contributing factors that led to dust explosion 

and fire in the production plants. Specific focus of the study was on incidents that included dust 

collection systems being involved in the incident and took place within the last 10 years. Due to 

the limited availability of detailed information for most of the incidents, the research was divided 

into quantitative and qualitative analyses. The quantitative analysis gave a general overview of the 

fuel type, industry, and the number of injuries and fatalities. The most frequent dust type that 
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involved dust collectors is wood dust followed by metal dust. In this analysis the aluminum dust 

incident that happened in China was considered as a statistical outlier, however, was used in the 

qualitative analysis.   

Through the literature review of the available incident and investigation reports, the research 

analysis was divided into two categories, ignition sources and contributing factors, that led to the 

explosion incident occurrence. Two ignition sources dominate significantly over others. Seven out 

of 20 analyzed incidents occurred due to friction, whereas six occurred due to self-

heating/spontaneous ignition.  

Based on the analysis of individual incidents the most frequent contributing factor to the incident 

that exacerbated the event was accumulated dust. The dust accumulated in the production areas 

due to the ineffective dust collection systems or underestimation of dust production volume. 

Accumulation of dust in the ductwork mainly was due to the insufficient airflow and absence of 

clean-out hatches that would allow employees to perform routine check-ups. The next contributing 

factor to the occurrence of the explosion incidents was design problems of the dust collection 

system. Design problems include, but not limited to dismissal of the dust fuel type, improper 

location of vents, absence of clean-out hatches, low airflow, detection system without sound 

alarm,  delayed response of failure of detection/suppression system to respond on time, and failure 

to recalculate new design requirements based on the changes.        

The detailed analysis was based on reliable sources such as investigation reports, scientific 

literature, and fire incidents reports obtained from Fire Marshals. Although these sources give 

comprehensive details of the events including personnel losses, they do not give financial loss 

information. few incidents have estimated financial losses available through the news outlets, 

however accurate. The collection of financial information for the specific incidents, that have been 

analyzed, were not successful.  However, considering the extent of the damages to the production 

plants, it is possible to see which incidents and factors influenced the severity of the explosions.  
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 Appendix A. List of combustible dust incidents between 2011-2019 
involving Dust Collectors.  

YEAR DATE INCIDENT LOCATION TYPE FUEL INJURIES FATALITIES EQUIPMENT CAUSE DAMAGES 

  
AUTOMOTIVE AND METAL WORKING 

2019 January 7 Appalachian 
Tank Car 
Services 
(Railcar 
refurbishment) 

Lynchburg, 
VA  

fire coal dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2019 January 14 Custom Alloy High Bridges, 
NJ 

fire metal dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2019 January 22 Nikkei MC 
Aluminum 
America Inc. 

Columbus, IN Fire metal dust  0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2019 January 30 Continental 
Engine 
Company 

Bhiwadi, 
Rajastan, 
India 

fire metal dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

  $100,000  

2019 January 30 Mercury 
Marine 

Fond du Lac, 
WI 

fire metal dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2019 February 1 Racine Metal-
Fab 

Sturtevant, 
WI 

Fire Metal dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2019 february 4 Capacity 
Trucks 

Longview, TX fire metal dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2019 February 
15 

Davis-
Standard, LLC 

Pawcatuck, 
CT 

fire metal dust  0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2019 February 
15 

IntoMetal 
Company 

Lincoln, NE fire metal dust  0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2019 February 
21 

Kenall 
Manufacturing 

Kenosha, WI fire metal dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2019 March 13 Cooper 
Standard 
Automotive 

Auburn, IN Fire metal dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2019 April 25 LJT Tennessee Chattanooga, 
TN 

fire steel dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2019 April 30 M&M Sheet 
Metal  

Williamsport, 
PA 

Fire metal dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 
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2019 May 8 Keywell 
Corporation 

Falconer, NY Fire metal dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2019 May 21 Avalign 
Thortex 

Portland, OR fire titanium 
dust 

0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2019 june 5 Crestline 
Coach Ltd. 

Saskatoon, 
Saskatchewan 
(CA) 

fire aluminum 
dust 

0 0 Dust 
collector 

  $15,000  

2019 June 11 Electro-Cycle Madisonville, 
KY 

fire metal dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2018 April 4 Mann Metal 
Finishing 

Hartford, MI fire Magnesium 
Dust 

0 0 dust 
collector 

    

2018 April 25 Crystal 
Distributions 
Inc 

Elk River, MN Fire Metal dust 0 0 dust 
collector 

    

2018 April 11 Sioux City 
Foundry 
Company 

Sioux City, IA fire Metal dust 0 0 Dust 
collector  

    

2018 May 4 Keystone 
Automative 

Brainerd, MI Fire Metal dust 0 0 dust 
collector 

    

2018 June 12 Multimatic Inc Butler, IN fire unknown 0 0 dust 
collector 

    

2018 June 28 Harmony 
Castings 

Harmony, PA Fire aluminum 
dust 

0 0 dust 
collector 

    

2018 July 13 Nemesis 
Metals 

Fond du Lac, 
WI 

fire Metal dust 0 0 dust 
collector 

    

2018 August 10 Great Lakes 
Works 

River Rouge, 
MI 

explosion steel dust 15 0 dust 
collector 

    

2018 September 
19 

Metal-Matic, 
Inc. 

Minneapolis, 
MN 

explosion Aluminum 
dust 

2 0 dust 
collector 

    

2018 November 
1 

Baldwin Filters Kearney, NE fire unknown 0 0 dust 
collector 

  $25,000  

2018 November 
13 

Adient Holland, MI fire steel dust 0 0 dust 
collector 

    

2018 November 
19 

Fisher 
Engineering 

Rockland, ME fire Metal dust 0 0 dust 
collector 
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2018 December 
18 

Fisher 
Engineering 

Rockland, ME explosion Metal dust 0 0 dust 
collector 

    

2018 December 
3 

Challenge 
Manufacturing 

Holland, MI fire metal dust 0 0 dust 
collector 

    

2018 June 26  Clearbrook 
Iron Works 

Abbotsford. 
BC, Canada 

fire unknown 0 0 dust 
collector 

    

2018 December 
16 

National Steel 
Car 

Hamilton, 
ON, Canada 

fire Metal dust 0 0 dust 
collector 

  $750,000  

2018 December 
18 

Grenzebach Asbach-
Baumenheim, 
Germany 

fire Metal dust 0 0 dust 
collector 

    

2017 January 24 NPR of 
America, Inc. 

Grand Haven, 
MI 

Explosion Metal dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

2017 April 5 Witzenmann Troy, MI Fire Metal dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

Filter fire   

2017 April 22 Vihicle Service 
Group 

Madison, IN Fire unknown 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2017 April 25 Kawasaki 
Tennessee 

Morristown, 
TN 

fire aluminum 
dust 

0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2017 June 2 American MSC 
Inc. 

Troy, MI Fire Metal dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2017 July 21 American MSC 
Inc. 

Troy, MI fire Metal dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2017 July 24 Reiloy 
Westland Corp 

Maize, KS fire Metal dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2017 November 
16 

Stephens 
Metal 
Products 

Yakima, WA fire Metal dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2017 March 28 Formosa Steel Ha Tihn, 
Vietnam 

Explosion Lime 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

Broken 
Filter 

  

2014 August 2 Zhongrong 
Metal 
Production 
Company 

Kunshan, 
China 

explosion aluminum 
dust 

114 146 dust 
collecting 
barrel 

self-ignition   

2014 October 
25 

Veolia 
Environmental 
Services 

Sarnia, 
Ontario 

explosion aluminum 
dust 

5 1 dust 
collector 

byproduct 
of melting 
aluminum 
wire. Anti-
corrosion 
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2012 April 4 Custom Alloy High Bridges, 
NJ 

fire metal dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

          TOTAL 136 147          $890,000  

  
WOOD AND WOOD PRODUCTS 
  
2019 January 2 Lavern 

Heideman & 
Sons 

Eaganville, 
Ontario (CA) 

fire wood dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2019 January 18 Unknown Chelmsford, 
Essex (UK) 

fire wood dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2019 April 10 DT Fowler Lapeer, MI fire wood dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2019 April 26 The Velvet Mill Stonington, 
CT 

Fire wood dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2018 April 24 Widner 
Product 
Finishing Co. 

Rogers, TX Explosion Wood Dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

-         $1,000,000  

2018 April 27 Conklin Office 
furniture  

Holyoke, MA Fire Wood Dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

2018 May 14 Ameriwood 
Industries 

Tiffin, OH fire Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

2018 May 28 Burmeister 
woodwork 

Hales 
Corners, WI 

fire Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

2018 June 1 Fornebu 
Lumber 

Bathurst, 
New 
Brunswick, CA 

fire Wood Dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

2018 June 8 Fibrestick 
Manufacturing 
Ltd. 

Sault Sainte 
Marie, ON 

fire Wood Dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

2018 July 4 Klise 
Manufacturing 
Company  

Grand Rapids, 
MI 

fire Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

2018 July 9 Waterman Log 
Crafters 

Wisconsin 
Dells, WI 

Fire Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

2018 July 27 Rocky Top Log 
Furniture 

Lancaster, KY Explosion Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

2018 August 13 Blair's Artistic 
Touches & 
design 

Lake city, IA Explosion Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 
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2018 August 29 Steve's & sons San Antonio, 
TX 

Fire Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

2018 August 31 Maine woods 
pellet 
company 

Athens, ME Fire Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

2018 October 
16 

Sierra 
Casework Inc. 

Modesto, CA Fire Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

2018 October 
31 

Crestwood, 
Inc. 

Salina, KS Fire Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

2018 November 
8 

5 Acre Mill Hicksville, OH Explosion Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

2018 December 
13 

QubicaAMF 
Worldwide 

Lowville, NY Fire Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

2018 May 18 Righini Tonneins, 
France 

Explosion Wood 
chips 

1 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2018 August 20 Krug Kitchener, 
ON, Canada 

fire Wood dust 0 0 dust 
collector 

    

2018 September 
14 

No details Wallenstein, 
ON, Canada 

fire Wood dust 0 0 dust 
collector 

    

2017 March 20 Wagner Pencil 
Co. 

Sale Creek, 
TN 

Fire Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

Machinery 
filter 

  

2017 April 15 Rustic Log 
Furniture 

Alamosa, CO Fire Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

Hot metal   

2017 June 10 Werzalit of 
America Inc. 

Bradford, PA Fire Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

2017 August 6 Norwine 
Sawmill 

Bradleyville, 
MO 

Fire Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2017 August 24 Modern 
Design  

Providence, 
RI 

Fire Wood dust 1 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2017 August 31 Goodwin Mill 
& Cabinet 

St.George, UT Fire Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2017 August 28 Knights' of 
Meaford 

Meaford, 
Ontario, CA 

Fire Wood dust 0 0 Boiler/Dust 
Collector 
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2017 July 7 No Details Erding, 
Germany 

Explosion Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

  $27,000 

2017 August 4 Juken Mill Gisbirne, NZ Fire Wood 
Chips 

0 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

2016 March 9 West Fraser 
WestPine MDF 

Quesnel, BC Explosion Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

2016 May 23 Forest 
Products 
Supply 

Maplewood, 
MN 

unknown Wood dust 1 0 Dust 
Collector 

Dispersion 
with 
extinguisher 

  

2016 November 
13 

Schlangen's 
Custom 
Cabinets 

Eden Valley, 
MN 

Explosion Wood dust 3 0 Dust 
Collector 

Burning 
ember 

  

2016 November 
15 

Furniture 
Wood 
Incorporated 

Vardaman, 
MO 

Explosion Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

2014 April 26 Georgia Pacific 
Corrigan 

Houston, TX Explosion 
and fire 

Wood dust 4 2 Dust 
collector 

malfunction 
in sander 

  

2011 October 
20 

New England 
Wood Pellet 
Company’ 

Jaffrey, NH Explosion wood 
pellet 

0 0 Dust 
collector 

a spark or 
ember from 
the pellet 
hammer 
mill 

  

2012 20-Jan Babine Forest 
Products 
Limited 

Burns Lake, 
BC 

explosion 
and fire 

Wood Dust 20 2 Dust 
collector 

    

2011 December 
27 

Lakeland Mills Prince 
George, B.C 

fire Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

heat 
transfer 
through 
hotwork 

  

2012 February 5 Lakeland Mills Prince 
George, B.C 

fire Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

Halogen 
work-light 

  

2012 March 3 Lakeland Mills Prince 
George, B.C 

fire Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

welding 
works 

  

2012 April 23 Lakeland Mills Prince 
George, B.C 

Explosion 
and fire 

Wood dust 22 2 Dust 
collector 

failure of 
gear 
reducer 
located at 
waste 
conveyor 

  

          TOTAL 52 6       $1,027,000  

  
EDUCATION  

2019 January 8  Timpview High 
School 

Provo, UT fire Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 
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2019 March 5 Orewa College Orewa, 
Auckland (NZ) 

fire Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2019 April 24 Lansing 
Community 
College 

Lansing, MI fire Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2019 May 2  Fossil Ridge 
High School 

Fort Collins, 
CO 

Fire Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2018 January 17 General 
McLane high 
school 

Edinboro, PA fire Wood dust 0 0 dust 
collector 

    

2018 May 8  Mason high 
school 

Mason, OH fire Wood dust 0 0 dust 
collector 

    

2018 May 16 Dale Jackson 
Career Center 

Lewisville, TX fire Wood dust 0 0 dust 
collector 

             $500,000  

2017 December 
18 

Reedsburg 
Area High 
School 

Reedsburg, 
WI 

Fire Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

          TOTAL 0 0          $500,000  

  
PULP AND PAPER  

2019 February 
21 

Verso Paper 
Mill 

Bucksport, 
ME 

Fire Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2019 April 27 Green Bay 
Packaging 

Green Bay, 
WI 

Fire paper dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2019 June 3 Resolute 
Forest 
Products 

Thunder Bay, 
Ontario, (CA) 

fire Wood dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2018 May 3 International 
paper 

North 
Strabane, PA 

fire Paper dust 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2017 August 29 Applegate 
Insulation 

Graves Cnty, 
KY 

Explosion Paper 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

          TOTAL 0 0     0 

  
FOOD INDUSTRY 

2019 January 30 Riviana Foods Freeport, TX explosion rice dust  0 0 Dust 
collector 
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2019 June 21 POET 
Biorefining 
(Ethanol 
Production) 

Cloverdale, IN explosion grain dust 2 0 Dust 
collector 

  $1,000,000  

2018 March 7 Frontier Co-op North Liberty, 
IA 

fire Spices 1 0 dust 
collector 

    

2018 October 
26 

Perdue Farms Washington, 
IN 

fire grain dust 0 0 dust 
collector 

    

2017 July 27 3D Idapro 
Solutions 

Stanfield, OR Explosion Starch 1 0 Dust 
Collector 

  $50,000  

2017 June 2 3D Idapro 
Solution 

Stanfield, OR Fire Starch 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

  $5,150  

2017 February 
26 

3D Idapro 
Solution 

Stanfield, OR Fire Starch 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

  $50,000  

2018 May 8 3D Idapro 
Solution 

Stanfield, OR Fire Starch 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

  $25,000  

2018 November 
12 

3D Idapro 
Solution 

Stanfield, OR Fire Starch 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

  $25,000  

2017 November 
4 

Farm Eccleshall, 
England 

Fire Wood 
chips 

0 0 Dust 
collector 

Hot metal   

2015 March 11 Wrigley Chattanooga, 
TN 

explosion 
and fire 

starch 0 0 dust 
collector 

    

          TOTAL 4 0       $1,155,150  

  
OTHERS  

2019 february 5 Unknown Minden, NV fire unknown 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2019 February 
15 

Agri-Fab Sullivan, IL Fire unknown 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2019 March 18 Liberty Tire 
Recycling 

Auburndale, 
WI 

Fire unknown 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2019 May 7 Innotec Zeeland, MI fire unknown 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2019 June 7 no details Wichita, KS fire unknown 0 0 Dust 
collector 
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2018 February 
27 

Keystone filler 
and 
Manufacturing 
Company 

Muncy, PA Fire Carbon 
dust 

0 0 Dust 
Collector 

  $100 000 

2018 March 2 Mayville Beaver Dam, 
WI 

fire unknown 0 0 Dust 
collector  

    

2018 March 22 Victor 
Technologies 

West 
Lebanon, NH 

fire paper 
filters 

0 0 Dust 
collector  

    

2018 April 9 R.W.Lyall & Co Corona, CA fire unknown 0 0 Dust 
collector  

    

2018 May 3 Close the Loop Hebron, KY Explosion Toner Dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

-   

2018 July 17 General 
Dynamics 

Norfolk, VA fire wood dust  0 0 dust 
collector 

    

2018 November 
25 

Argos Cement 
Company 

Martinsburg, 
WV 

explosion unknown 0 0 dust 
collector 

    

2018 December 
3 

Irwin 
Telescopic 
Seating Co. 

Altamont, IL fire Metal dust 0 0 dust 
collector 

  $20,000  

2018 December 
11 

Keywell 
Corporation  

Falconer, NY fire metal dust 0 0 dust 
collector 

    

2018 December 
13 

No details Long Beach, 
CA 

fire unknown 0 0 dust 
collector 

    

2018 October 4 Korea South-
East Power 
Company 

Yeosu, South 
Korea 

explosion coal dust 4 1 dust 
collector 

    

2018 December 
3 

No details Greeton, New 
Zealand 

explosion unknown 0 0 dust 
collector 

    

2017 December 
8 

UTC Aerospace 
Systems 

Vergennes, 
VT 

Explosion unknown 5 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

2017 February 
15 

Chicago 
Manifold 
Products 

Wheeling, IL Fire Rubber 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

  $30,000  

2017 May 10 Weidmann 
El.Tech 

St.Johnburg, 
VT 

Fire unknown 0 0 Dust 
collector 

    

2017 June 4 Bradford 
White Corp. 

Middleville, 
MI 

Fire unknown 0 0 Dust 
Collector 
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2017 November 
7 

Recycle Now, 
Inc. 

Holland, MI Fire unknown 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

2017 November 
30 

Paint Paddles, 
INC. 

Murray, KY Fire unknown 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

2017 November 
25 

No Details Lublin, Poland Explosion unknown 1 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

2016 March 15 NBHX Trim Alpine 
Township, MI 

Explosion unknown 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

Faulty 
machinery 

  

2016 June 6 City Utilities Springfield, 
MO 

Fire coal dust 0 0 Dust 
Collector 

    

2015 September 
23 

Nakanishi 
Manufacturing 
Corp. 

Winterville, 
GA 

explosion unknown 1 0 dust 
collector 

  $144,995  

2012 October 9 US Ink East 
Rutherford, 
NJ 

explosion 
and fire 

Gilsonite 
and carbon 
black 

7 0 Dust 
Collector 

self-heating 
and 
spont.ign 

  

2011 January 31 Hoeganaes 
Gallatin 

Gallatin, TN explosion 
and fire 

Metal dust 0 2       

2011 March 29 Hoeganaes 
Gallatin 

Gallatin, TN explosion 
and fire 

Metal dust 1 0       

2011 May 27 Hoeganaes 
Gallatin 

Gallatin, TN explosion 
and fire 

Metal dust 2 3       

          TOTAL 21 6         $194,995  
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